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Shalom,
We appreciate you all.
One of the excuses or accusations in regard to patriarchal marriage is that its "all about
sex."
We have addressed this INSANE accusation on our website at the provided link below at
the bottom.
Like many patriarchs already know, the more responsibilities one has, sadly the less time
there is for just about everything including intimacy. As I always ask those that have been
brainwashed by the "church monogamy only system", who has more time for intimacy with
his wife/s? A man with no children, one child, or 10 children? The same principle applies
to plural marriage. This should be common sense and logic; but its seems
that religion damages both of those faculties. If a husband and a wife want to have lots
of sex, its best that they remain monogamous; now that may seem crazy, but its a fact.
And the Messianic and church folks simply cannot understand all that. Who has more time
for sex? A married couple with no business ventures or a couple that owns several
businesses, with little time left for non business related activity? So next time someone
accuses YHWH by saying plural marriage is all about more sex for the man, please take a
few moments and straighten them out. OK! (:
Additionally if plural marriage is all abot sex, what is monogamous marriage all about? If
you remove sex from humanity, you cannot fulfill the first commandment in Scripture,
which is to be fruitful and multiply in order to replenish the earth.
All marriage has sex as a major commanded component both for procreation attempts and
for pleasure. If you remove the intimacy from marriage, I can guarantee the marriage is
over or will soon be over! I have this acquired truth, as a learned truth, having helped and
counseled hundred of couples and families over the years.

So in order to be Scripture based believers, we must according to Torah use equal eights
and measures. Marriage is a "lot" about sex for all couples, those in monogamy and those
in plural marriage. Remove it as a key and consistent component and the marriage is in
large and immediate trouble.Those who have failed marriages can attest to what I am
saying. Their love life failed-ceased long before the marriage did! One was a byproduct of
the other! If the bedroom could have been rekindled, in most cases, the marriage could
have been saved. This too is human nature!
In another issue of THE YISRAELITE MARRIAGE JOURNAL I will address plural families
and sex in light of privacy issues, or children and other wives in the house; what are they
to do?
If you find this newsletter a blessing, frank but caring, please send it to others and ask
them to subscribe. http://tinyurl.com/m7hlxo7 If you desire you can post this on your
Facebook page as we are no longer part of the modern Mars Hill Community.
Shalom and remember to never abandon the cause of true "marriage equality" for
monogamy and plural heterosexual folks, as the Torah allowed and sometimes even
commanded our forefathers to live this way.
We already are looking forward to August 2014 and a full day of broadcasting, with many
special guests in the 2nd annual BIBLICAL MARRIAGE EQUALITY DAY, held each year in
early August; a full day of declaring biblical families rights over our airwaves. More
information will soon follow. Shalom shalom!
http://www.yourarmstoisraelglobal.com/scriptural-marriages.html
WE LOVE AND APPRECIATE YOU ALL!

